
Interactive Whiteboard Wall Charts
Spelling Rules! - Click on a title to begin.   

Prefixes - un, de, pre, dis & re
Prefixes - mis, ex, co, non & anti
Prefixes - auto, circum, bi, tele & trans
Prefixes - in, im, ir, il, pro & sus
Adding ing to the ends of words
Adding er or est to the ends of words
Adding y to the ends of words
Plurals - Adding s or es to the ends of words
Plurals - Words ending in f, fe or e
Plurals - Irregular and tricky ones!
Consonant Suffixes
Vowel Suffixes
Hard c and soft c
Homonyms & Homophones
Compound Words

 

 loaf loaves

 leaf leaves

        puppy                     puppies

Due to the overlapping of the Primary Framework for Literacy and the need for revision 
we have included the spelling wall charts for Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 in this file.



Prefixes - auto, circum, bi, tele & trans
A prefix goes in front of a word and changes the meaning of the word to something else. 

PREFIX + WORD = NEW WORD 

Examples would be:

auto + mobile = automobile  circum + vent = circumvent  bi + plane = biplane

tele + vision = television  trans + plant = transplant

HANDY
HINTS

auto means 

‘self’

autograph

automobile

circum means 

‘round’

navigate

circumnavigate

bi means 

‘two’ or ‘twice’

bifocals

bicycle

tele means 

‘distant’

telescope

telephone

trans means 

‘across’

transatlantic

transport



Plurals - Irregular and tricky ones!
Plural means ‘more than one’. Irregular plurals don’t follow any of the spelling rules for plurals. 

They each have their own unique way of becoming plural.

HINT 1 • Some words change their spelling.

HINT 2 • Some words stay the same as they are for the singular version of the word. 

HINT 3 • Some words add the letters ren or en.

HANDY
HINTS

HINT 1 Examples

 die dice

 woman women

HINT 2 Examples

 one sheep many sheep

 one deer many deer

HINT 3 Examples

 child children

 ox oxen
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Break these words down into their syllables and circle the unstressed vowel.

Unstressed vowels in polysyllabic words

Write in the words which contain an unstressed vowel to title these pictures.

Draw a picture for each 
of these words 
containing an 
unstressed vowel.

Wednesday

interest

separate

different

conference

marvellous

miserable

Wed n e s day

a_ _ _ _ _

stationery jewellery

f _ _ _ _ _f _ _ _ _ _ _
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furthermore

henceforward

notwithstanding

whereas

because

firstly

nevertheless

alternatively

despite

therefore

although

consequently

nonetheless

moreover

meanwhile

accordingly

Turn these words into 
connectives.

HANDY
HINT

What are connectives? 
Connectives are words like and or but. Connectives are joining words 
and are used for linking words, phrases or sentences together.

Some connectives are used to join two statements together so that 
you get two ideas in one sentence. E.g. whereas or however.

Connectives

Learn Write and check Write it again

what

who

how

when
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Underline the number prefix or prefixes in each of the sentences below.

1. Asme wanted a new bicycle for his birthday but his dad gave him a unicycle!

2. When we went to the theme park we rode on the monorail.

3. A duet is two musicians playing together.

4. The Greek god Poseidon is often depicted holding a trident.

5. A octogenarian is a person who is aged between 80 and 89 years old.

6. Decathletes compete in ten different events over two days.

7. My tripod makes a triangular shape when it is put up.

8. Does a heptagon, octagon or a nonagon have more sides?

Number prefixes

bilingual

bifocals

unicorn

nonagon

century

quintuplets

centimetres

1. There are one hundred  _________________  in a metre.

2. If you can speak French and English you are  ______________ .

3. A  _____________  is a mythical animal with a single horn.

4. Sam found it hard reading because he lost his _____________ .

5. A  _____________  is a shape with nine sides.

6. A _____________ is equal to one hundred years.

7. ______________ are five children born to the same mother at 

   the same time.

Add a word containing a number prefix to complete each sentence.
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Using the prefixes re and pre

tend

warded

cycle

caution

fills

1. Lee was being  ___________________ . He had been good.

2. A  ___________________  is a measure taken in advance 

    to prevent something dangerous from happening.

3. A waiter  ___________________ your glass during a meal.

4. You should  ___________________  all scrap paper.

5. I felt ill but I had to  ___________________  that I felt fine as   

    we had the school concert that evening.

Add the prefix re or pre to each word in the list and then fit them into these sentences.

Complete the phrases below using a word with the prefix of either re or pre. 
Write a suitable word in the box below each picture.

to ... differentlyto go to... to ... it

Join the right prefix to make a new word.

vent   place   fix   call   count
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The prefixes tele & trans

Write in the correct prefix to complete each word.

tele

trans

___________ fuse

Write a sentence using the word transformer.

Write a sentence using the word transatlantic.

Write a sentence using the words telephone and television.

Write a sentence using the word transparent.

___________ port

___________ plant

___________ photo

___________ late

___________ national

___________ graph

___________ communications



hydro  
hydrofoil
hydrography
hydrology
hydroplane
hydroelectric
photo 
photography
photosynthesis
photocopiable
photophobic
port
transport
portable
scope
telescope
microscope
kaleidoscope
graph
autograph
telegraph
publicity
publication
public
prove
aprove
disapproval
medic
medical
medication
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Spelling lists of words covered in the worksheets - word families and word roots.

Word families & word roots

Sheet 28 Sheet 29

manuscript
prescription
scripture
scriptwriter
prescribe
submarine
submariner
subcutaneous
subterranean
subway
insubordinate
export
excuse
expedite
excellent
expedition
extinct
inexcusable
inexperience
exterminate
exterior
conclude
exclude
include
preclude
microscope
telescope
kaleidoscope
triangle
tricycle
triceratops
tricentenary
incredible
credible
credit
conclusion
concept
economical
confer

assist
assistant
assistance
assisted
examine
examination
examiner
examinate
govern
governor
government
governing
relate
relative
relation
relationship
hand
handler
handicraft
handicap
handbag
handset
machine
machinery
machinist
machine-made
pack
packet
packer
package
pass
passage
passenger
password

Sheet 30
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Circle the prefix in these words.

The prefixes ex & sub

Write a sentence about each picture using one word from the list above.

substitute	 exchange	 subzero	

exclaimed	 subway	 excited 

suburbs	 export	 subtract

subterranean	 exhaled	 subdivide

expression	 substation	 excellent

A
B

C

E
Write on the 
back of this 
sheet or in an 
exercise book.

D
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medic

medical

season

seasonal

exception

exceptional

occasion

occasional

nation

national

sensation

sensational

addition

additional

capital

Add al to these words 
and write the new 
words down.

tradition

HANDY
HINT

Words ending in the suffix al are usually related to other words.

The suffix al often follows the letters on and ic. 
When spelling words ending in al see if you can see the root word.
E.g. 	 personal ---> person (root word)	

clerical ---> cleric (root word)

Using the suffix al

Learn Write and check Write it again

person

emotion




